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Previous reports of this series have attempted to define some of 
the important parameters affecting the structural integrity of solid pro-
pellant rocke t grains. Three general areas have been discussed, namely 
material properties~ analytical procedures~ and criteria for mechanical 
failure. 
This particular r e port is devoted to a more detailed examination 
of the properties of a filled viscoelastic r e sin, and their representation 
by appropriate mechanical models. In addition~ a comparison of two 
methods of computing viscoelastic strains in a pre ssurized cylinder is 
presented. 
In the category of material propertie s, linear viscoelastic model 
the ory is reviewed, and certain important relations among sets of exper-
imental data are deduced. A justification for the application of this 
theory is provided by the analytic representation of available dynamic 
data in t e rms of a well-known distribution function. Since the inception 
of this work additional experimental data on propellants has become avail-
able. 
In the category of analytical procedures ~ the usual approach of 
representing material properties by a four-el ement model,as determined 
from the dynamic data in a limited frequency range~ is compared with the 
more sophisticated Fourier transform method in which the entire frequency 
range is utilized. The two approaches are applied to calculate the visco-
e lastic hoop strain at the inner boundary of an internally pressurized infinitely 
long hollow cylinder subjected to a ramp-type pr e ssure pulse. In this 
examplep the dilatation is assume d elastic or frequency independent and the 
distortion viscoelastic. 
In the following quarter . primary e ffort will be devote d to the d e-
termination of a criterion for mechanical f a ilure of propell~nts. Two steps 
are involved. One is the analytical repre sentation of ultimate strain as a 
function of temperatu r e on strain rate by means of a mechanical model. In 
a ddition to the usual distribution of relaxation (or retardation) times, this 
model will be s upplie d with a distribution of ultimate strain. Step two involves 
the choice of a suitable crite rion for compounding ultimate strain or ultimate 
stress components into a singl e parame t e r. which, when exceeded at a g iven 
rate and temperature. denotes the ons e t of fracture or mechanical failure. 
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1. General introduction 
In order to predict the strain response of viscoelastic materials 
to applied stress, it is necessary to know the elastic and viscous param-
eters of the material as a function of time, rate, and temperature. In 
principle these parameters may all be combined into a generalized stress-
strain law such tha t the strain (stress) may be calculated or deduced for 
an applied stress (strain) as a function of these parameters. When it is 
justified to assume this behavior is of linear form, based upon experi-
mental evidence, one can view this association between stress and strain 
as a transfer function having the property that when it is multiplied by 
a linear functional of strain {stress) it generates the a ssociated linea r 
functional of stress (strain). 
Illustrations of these relations have been c overed in the first two 
progress reports and it is not intended to reiterate them at this time . 
As a point of departure however it may be recalled that a spring and d a sh-
pot in parallel has been designated a Voigt element (Fig . 5, PR No . 1 ). 
If now one genera lizes either of the a bove representations in order to 
better approximate the actua l behavior of the material, two appr oaches 
are open . First one may consider essentially p a rallel array of M a xwell (i) 
elements which is called a Wiechert model (Fig . 9, PR No . 2), or a series ( 2) 
arra y of Voigt elements c a lled a Kelvin model (Fig . 10, PR No . 2) . It 
develops that if the number of components be increased to infinity, either 
the Wiechert or Kelvin models are capable of representing the material 
exactly, a nd perforce, must themselves be related. Thus while either 
may be used, a s a matter of practical convenience the Wiechert repre-
sentation is used when determining the stress response due to a specified 
strain input . Conversely the Kelvin is used to find strains res ulting from 
applied stress. 
Conceptua lly therefore, in either c a se, one has an infinite numb er 
of ela stic springs and an infinite number of viscous da'shpots. Ii then one 
were t o describe each .!._th element by its ela stic content mi and relaxation 
time ). , this would be literally a description of the response beha vior of 
1 
the material. The correla tion between elastic consta nt, m . , a n d relaxa tion 
1 
time, "'(. , (i = 1, 2, ... co} is c a lled a distribution function . It is e a sy to 
1 
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understand that if one could assign ~ particular dist!"ibution function to the 
model, the material behavior could be approximated, with the degree of 
accuracy of the approximation depending upon how well the experimental data 
could be fit . Several distribution funct10ns can be used for this purpose, 
a nd in the following sections their rela tive merits will be discussed . 
2 . Material representation 
a. Relaxation spectrum . As presented in the second pro-
gress report the Wiechert model leads to the following operator equation 
rela ting stress a nd strain 
,.. 
,-./ .'-t-\ -:::- ~- )Y. + r)~ . \-1 (L) d I""'":- .A_ '1, ( (t.') 
- .; i '•e (rJ -+- "'-\ ..... d"'": · 
" o\ J -t_ • ' ; 
(I-1) 
where the elastic spring constants, 
ation spectrum , H('t'), as 
a re defined in terms of a relax-
.6.;,_T IY\ . = \-1 (y. ) ----=--~- ~ y. 
... 
(1- 2) 
and the d a shpot viscosities , 'r(_ -. , are defined 
l 
L;. = 1.ti- = Y(;_. /m._. (1-3) 
In operationa l form, using the L n.place tra nsform ( I -1 ) is equiva-
lentto _ ~oo )d l '1- ~oo a' pH (l: ("\ L p 
-==-=I'Yle+ 1 =me.+ ----
E p+ -')--- P+.A--{ 
0 ~ 0 
(1-4) 
b. Retardation spectrum. In a similar f a shion the Kelvin 
model gives 
E(t) = [ L~ + \71;':~~,] Q'Ct) (I-5) 
where the inverse spring constants, k ., are defined in terms of the retarda-
1 
tion spectrum, L(T), as 
.c:,.T. 
~ . = L (T;_) y .... 
~ . 
... 
a nd the dashpot fluidities, 4' i, are defined 
I -k.._ 
Li. =- = -cp --ke- -\..(q M· . <! 
I. I.-
Further , the operational form is 
(I-6 ) 
I 




c . Interrelation of the spectra . The retardation and 
relaxation spectra are related as indicated e a rlier, and the explicit re-
lation between them will now be obtained . First note that if: 
h l. ---1 ) -= ~ ·~ -\-Ct) dt 




This itera ted Laplace transform (1: -11) is known as a Stieltj e transform ( 3 ) 
and has rather simple inversion properties. Note also that, if {1-ll} exists 
and converges, then h(s) is analytic in the entire s-plane except the nega-
tive real axis, where it has a branch point at the ori g in (4 ) . Use may be 
m a de of this cut in the principal Riemann sheet to invert (I-ll) : 
0 
,..., 
=~,._ ~(t'J· a+:. - ) - + \. -rr'\"Cn o "t-n (I- i 2) 
Similarly (I-13) 
The integ rals in ( 12) are principal values. The difference between equations 
(12) and (13) is known as the jump, given by 
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(I- 14) 
Thus, the inversion of ( 11) is accomplished simply by calculating the jump 
of the function h ( s }/ 21T i. 
Now compare equations ( <. ) and ( 3 ) and note that 
'nle. + ~oo-p: A H ~) dM 
0 
I 
Now let : 
This notation will be used throug hout the discussion. We now have: 
Q --k~ _j H 
AL=-- - · 
T))<;l - _.,d'H 
(I-17) Application of (14) yields: 
m9 me. H (M) 
m':i- ""me. 
L (~) = [ Ec;r- ~: ~-~1;14. S j-2-~ 112 [ H (.M) 1 z 
Later on we shall i nvestigate various types of relaxation distribution 
(I-16) 
(I-18) 
f unctions and shall use (18) to determine the associated retardation spectra. 
3. Distribution functions . 
As in dicated earlier various approximations to the shape of the 
distribution function can be made . Gen erally one is forced to compromise 
between complexity of the function and complexity of the resultin3 analysis. 
At this time three types of functions will b e described. 
a. The Power-Law Distribution Fun ction 
Before examining viscoelastic test d a t a in deta il, it is wise to 
investigate the general character of most creep or relaxation d a t a. The 
first thing that one observes is that m ost m aterials behave in a fashion 
which corresponds to a stra ight line plot o f log compliance versus log 
time. The log -log slope n is nearly con stant . Furthermore, d uring relax-
a tion, most m a teri a l s display the s a me l og -log slope, b ut with a negative 
value. Also, the real part of dynamic modulus plotted versus reciprocal 
frequency on log- log coordinates is strikingly similar to log relaxation 
modulus versus log time . Finally, creep behaves as relaxation at 
{I-15) 
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reciprocal reduced time, provided unit reduced time is used to define the 
respective inflection points. Compliance is not reciprocal modulus, 
as is often incorrectly suggested, and as is shown by (18 ). These o b serva-
tions suggest a model based on a rather simple distribution function . 
That this indeed is the case is found by investigating the relCl.Xation distri-
bution function 
I 
M ="*L (I-19) 




Note that ~ H(..,t-<)d ln..M does not converge. Strictly speaking, 
0 
in order to normalize ( 19 ), it would be necessary to assume an upper 
limit, say A-< m , for _..A.{ , equivalent to a lower limit, Trr. , for L . In 
practice this lower limit is so small anyway that the neglect of the rang e 
of relaxation times shorter than Lm has no observable effect upon mea-
sured data. It is worthwhile to digress a moment to show this . In order 
to normalize H C~) , we write 
(I-20) 




When the argument ..M,n 'S > 3, the incomplete gamma function is excel-
lently approximated by the complete gamma. function ; and sine e ..M,., ') = i: 
-6 L:m 
and since Ll'h < 10 sec for most polymers at or above the transition 
temperature, it follows that the relaxation function becomes a straight 
line on log-log paper alter a few microseconds (Fig. 1 ). 
'1'1\Cn) r(l-+rl) 




t;)n = ~e-+ ( E'J-1=-e) ~t--fr., ))n 
lo'J f End.-E:e.1=-= \o5 ICt-+n}- n lo::~ /~))) t E~- ~~ (I- 25) 
The tensile curve at constant strain rate R may be obtained by integrating 
( 24 ) to: 
~/~:: 
~'' ~ ~ \:=rei.( ')d ') = E.e + ( E~ -Ee) 1:':'n [ 
(I-2 :: ) 
\(n) __ I_] }n ) -J 
r (l+n) 
::::=. E=-e_+ ( 1:1- Ee.) (A E n (1-11) ~ ) 
Thus we arnve a t the first simple relation deduced from the power-law 
with cutoff at A-rr, , namely: 
(I- 2 ":') 
' 
(I-ZG) 
Likewise, by direct calculation, it follows that: 
(I-?9) 
The middle term of ( 29 } contains the factor B (p, 1-p) which is the in-
x 
complete Beta function , which very rapidly b ecomes approxirna ted by the 
complete Beta function : 
r Cp)r(I-P) lT 
-----r et) - Sinnp (I- 30) 
Based on the observation that relaxation and real part of dynamic dat a 
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I 
are practically superimposeable, one can equate E 1 c E : re 
which g ives I 
( I- 31} 
~) = wt = r ~-s in Y'l ~ rcn)lr1 ( I -32 ~ 
Note that for n = 1, 2 } w t =-, 1 2 
n:: Z' w t =-CT 
:::: . 637 
n = 0, wt = e -1' = . 560 
so tha t (c£ . Fig.2 ), in g eneral, W tis well approximated by a value of 0 . 6. 
The imag inary part of dynamic modulus is calculated to b e 
II n .JL. 
E _ n(.-.:1 J B z (t+n t-n \ ( -d \n n 2 
- _,N( ltl -- - , -, ....__ --· j 
E q_- E. e. 2 P('m A "4.,..t.i z 2. ' 'L I - \,.A-Cm ) Cos Y\ IT 
~ m 2 (I - 33) 
which leads to another simple relation: 
:::=: l'ah 11; (I- 34) 
In order to calculate the creep complia nce, it is necessary t o pro-
ceed v ia the L a place transforms: (I- 35~ 
Y\ - 'r\-1 
i:= e. ( \ ~ (_£'_ \ ( ) ""' _§_g ( ) __E_ Y't lT ~rei. 'P + !:='it-"E.e.J p ~~nJ B.;:;,,. Yl, 1-n - p + 1:::'}-Ee /1~.' o::;,'n t\1T 
At this point, it is necessary to assume E ·~ <<. Erel i n o rder to effect· 
the inversion; this approximation, a long with the previous one of a ssum-
ing ..,A.(""<< 1 limits the application of the resulting formula to the transition 
"P 
reg ion . 
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(1- 3?) 
(I= 38 ) 




The complex r-1odulus and comp~iance are easily obtained 
.... , • 1/ ( n 1T L n ll:. ;----..· = E+ \..E = E= -+ E- E: '-. --e z. 





lt remains to connect the distributions H(M) and L (..M) . Since the exact 
relatione involving the cutoff functions are mathematically quite involved, 
one can gain some i n sight to the relation by revertine to the function 
introduced in ( 19 ) . V' e have: 





J Cl'f>· ::::=:- \(I+Yl) f'(I-Yl) p \-+n 
(oo ~s 
Jcrp. = Je- (Je- J~ J J L(M) -e d lnM 
0 
Jc.:rp. = Je- (Je.- J JrooL(.M)d)--( 
F' 1- ), .A.-( ( p + .M) 





{ I-45 ) 






This leads to a simple relation between the distribution functions· 
I 'E=e. 
H(J.A ). L(),() = ---=--=A E't· .] E>. Ed I (I- 50) 
It is reiterated that the above relations are valid only in the transition 
region . Finally it is to be noted that, in this region, both distribution 
functions are directly proportional to the associated relaxation and creep 
data, a t the corresponding relaxation and retardation times. Thus the 
creep curve traces out, as it were, the retardation spectrum. And 
similarly the relaxation curve traces out the relaxation spectrum . 
b. The Smoothed Power Law Distribution 
An alternative way o£ guaranteeing normalization of the power-law 
distribution without cutoff is by multiplying in an exponential whose ar-
gument i s a pproximately zero in the transition region: 
£- 1/~'Z: 
1: D ('L)-= r cn)(i<-z::S:n- [ PR'. # 2) -r. sl 
Y\ -A 
_/1.{ -e 
H (.;,<) = I C n) ~ ~ (,t-c) d In _Nt = 1 
0 
(I - 51) 
(I- 5 2) 
This function (Fig. 3 ) is normalized to unity and has some very inter-
esting analytical properties. The mean reciprocal relaxation time is 
g iven by 
0 
and the maximum of the curve 1-i(.A--t)vs . .){ occurs a t n . 
The relaxa tion function is given by: 
(I- 53) 
and has the property tha t when ) "> 1, it generates a stra ight line on 
log -log coordinates. 
As before, tens ile is obtained by integra tion: 
(I- 54) 
Gtrafl . ( )1< (I+ ) 1-\'1- \ 
~ - E .e.+ E'}- E-e E I-n (I- 551 '--
Application of L a pla ce transform to (I- 54) y ields 
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PE. 1 =~=:-e..+ (Eq-t=~)P11-eF'r (1-Yl1 P) l'e. 1 g so that 
A complete analytical representation of ( 57) is given by: 
oo )'n m-rt-Y1. I ·p Yl L P Yl ~ (- I p 
.4!H(p)= \- -e P rc1-n)-, -e p ~ )11 (1'Y\-+1-Yl) 
"m-0 • 
For large p, the asymptotic expansion is: 





P-+ oo' - 2 (ar:J· p < T 
M:::::. I, 2, ·---
Making use of (18), it is possible to evaluate the retardation function: 
(I- 60) 
(3 't-1 0-<) 
L (.M) = t [ ooc- C- . (- ) W\=--=lz=---- z. 1-(1-~) 1- H()-{)-rrctn"Y11T+ L_r I-n) -A ) +(1-~)-rf[H(,.t-~)1 
-m-=1 l('rf'l-+1-n) 
or asymptotically, 
Figure 4 compares the retardation and relaxation functions. 
plex dynamic modulus is obtained by bttint; p = is in (56 ). 
" oo T'""' (I Yt) (---<}2)m 
E - 1=-e n ( n.::rr) ( ) -.:;-"' 1 -




The associated asymptotic expansions are: 
E"- E~- M-l \C'm+II)(-I)"Y'tt 
Ed-- E.e. -.,~ 0 \(n) A :1.m 




Fig ure 5 is a Nyquist diagram which shows the relation between t h e m ag-
nitude and phase of the complex modulus . Note that for low frequen cy 
(s--... o), the phase relation is given by 
/I 
g ·+ "TilT 
= ~.-an--
E /- E-t.. 2 which is identica l with ( 34 ) . (I- 0 ;.)} 
Althoug h not now available , plots o f Dcrp.and D* are being prepa red . The 
l atter is obtained simply from ~0 3 , t h e forme r by ( 61), the alg e b ra of 
w h ich is quite i nvolved . 
c. The Cole (S) Distribution 
Another distribution fWlction, which has proved useful i n fitting 
dynamic d a t a (Fig. ) is g iven by 
. lT 
2.'S tn Y1 2. (I- 67) 
H (.M) = ( :rr. n -n.J = lf 2 CoS l'l z -+ ..A1 +A 
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This fu nction has the m e rit of casting the d yna m ic m odu lus into a rather 
simpl e form : 
= 
(I- 68) 
This r e lation will b e u s ed to fit exp e rime nta l data o n prope llant s. Analytic 
e xpr e ssions for r e l ated f unctions s u ch as E", E 1, re 
are b e ing derive d . 
4. T emp e r a t u r e -time d e pendence 
f. D and D ".< 
'"'tens i crp 
One of the i m plicit assu mptions m ade througho u t the discu ss io n, 
in addition to the u s ual one s of line arityg n egl e ct of accele ration fo r c es 
in the e q uilibriu m e q uat i o n 1 and small displa c e m e nts, is that a ll r e l axa-
tion a nd retardation time s hav e t h e same t e mpera t u re d e p e nde nce . To 
u nde rstand th is point, c o nside r t he genera l e xpre ss ion w h ich r e pre s ents 
relax ation da t a f o r any t emperatu r e in t e r m s of a discre t e m ode l, s ay 
for sim plicity in uniax i a l t ension whe r e rn;.- E.t : 
( I - 69 ) 
Now introdu c e t he a ssu mption 
At. { (T ) {1-70) 
whe r e A . is independe nt of t e mpe ratu r e and f ( T ) is inde p e ndent of index "i". 
1 
E,e, = , .. 
(I-71)-
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The temperature dependence oi the viscous component of E 1 , neglecting re 
the linear dependence of the spring constants upon temperature is given by 
t I 
2; l=r-el _ L E· .e, -~. t ._j_ 
dT L- ~ ~ (I-72) 
Similarly, the temporal dependence at constant temperature is give n by 






d "dEr-el "d~r-e\ d Er-c.l =- ;:::;\nt dint+ dT T 
= (- _i_ d I t + d L ") -;:, E r~l r n "dT 
(I-7 3) 
(I-74) 
Thus, in order for dE 1 to be zero, which implies temperature-time re 
equivalence, it follows that : 
dInt = dIn ~(T) 
Ere\::: Ere\ [ i: / "1 (T) 1 
or (I-75) 
(I-76 ) 
A convenient way of reducing relaxation data is to locate the g eo-
metric m ean modulus at unity on the reduced time scale. When this is 
done, the shift factors K(t) are so defined that 
logS''}+ log E.e. 
log Ere\= 2 (I-77) 
when t / K is 1 , where K has the same dimension as time. Furthermore, 
( 76 ) becomes 
and ( 71 ) becomes 
(I-79) 
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It is desira ble now to identify (79 ) with (57 }. This is accomplished 
in the following way . It has been suggested{!) that a g ood analytical repre-
sentation for relaxation data may be obtained in terms of the error function. 
This suggestion stems from the fact that a plot of 
l o::~ Ert..t - log 1-:: e t 
- ---· vs \0:3 k"- (I- 80) 
lo3 E"a - I o.9 E.e. 
g ives a straight line on probability paper: 
(1-81) 
where K is adju s ted so that the inflection point of the relaxation curv e is 
located at unit reduced time, and where h is the reciprocal of {2 X stand-
ard deviation . For most polymers his of the o rder of 0 . 4 . When the 
argument of the error function is less than unity which implies t / K < 300, 
( 81 ) is well approximated by 
(1- 8 2) 
Thus the log -log slope is given by: 
(I-83) 
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In order to adjust (54 ) so that the inflection point is at unity on 
the reduced time scale, it can be written: 
which implies 
I 
-*=_1 ( E~. - E=~\zn = ----.---
K E.e. ) K ~ 2.n 
Returning to ( 79 ), it may be rewritten 
-L 
~ 
.,__,. - A. 







wh e re. 
or (I-87) 
(I- 88) 
Note that u. is independent of temperature because A. is by assumption 
1 1 
and ~ is by definition . Thus the temperature dependence of L. i is can-
celed by multiplication by k or division by K . By the same token, the 
temperature dependence of D(1:') is canceled by multiplication by T , so 
tha t H(u) is tempera ture independent. Whether one chooses to reduce 
the time scale by K or k is purely a matter of convenience o The former 
factor is more easily connected with the straight line reduction of relax-
ation data o n prob ability paper. The latter factor is more easily con-
nected with the straight line reduction of relaxation data on log -log p a per . 
After k or K has been determined as a function of temperature, 
a plot usually in the form of log K vs 1/ T is made and found to have a 
maximum at a temperature T d. called the distin ctive temperature which 
is usually within 10°F of the g lass transition temperature. The associated 
value of K = Kd is of the order of Z minutes for most polymeric materials, 
and the product hTd- 100 o An almost universal temperature dependence 
of K for most polymers h a s b een shown by Tobolsky(1) (Fig. 6 ) in the form 
k 




S G -+ T ·-To (!- 8 9 } 
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An alternative reduction scheme (6 ) casts the shift factor aT in 
terms of a reference temperature T , which does not have the distinc-
s 
tion of being determined independently as T d in the Tobolsky scheme, but 
which was arbitrarily chosen to be -30° {or unfilled polyisobutylene. 
From this starting point, it is possible to derive another almost universal 
temperature dependence for most polymers: 
-8.86 (T -Ts) 
101 . 8+ \-T5 
{I- 90) 
Where T is roughly 40° higher than the g lass transition temperature, 
s 
and where aT -"vto 3 K/ Kd . By the same token, the inflection point o f 
relaxation or dynamic data will be located at 103 on the reduced frequency 
scale, or 10-3 on the reduced time scale . This, in effect, locates the 
g lassy end of the modulus or compliance curve at unit reduced frequency 
or unit reduced time. 
An important question that arises in connection with thermal stress 
problems may now b e phrased: suppose a viscoelastic solid be subjected 
to a stress distri bution arising from the diffusion of a thermal gradien t; 
given tha t the temperature is determined at a g iven position and give n 
time, what is the relaxation time below which the contribution to the visco-
elastic modulus is negligible. Roughly speaking, this is equivalent to 
asking how many dashpots have relaxed to negligible stress at a g iven 
time and tempera ture . 
We make use of the smoothed power law distribution and recall 
that: 
(I-91) 
It is desired to know the highest relaxation time or lowest value of u for 
-3 
which the integral is negligible, say 10 
_t=:_r_oo:_l _-_E_-_e__ I 0 3 ___ I o_-----,.
3 
_ _ (_>0-e.._-_"~.~-t '_"-_'_d_..A--_(_ 
Ect- Ee. (__\ + ))n - J I( 1\) 
<I _k( '-
(I- 9 2) 
Taking n to be 0 . 5, it follows that 
(I-93) 
(I -94 ) 
For all polymers 
~ = E /(E -E ) 
e g e 
-20-
E /E = 10- 3 
e g (I- 95} 
For polyurethane rubber, Kd = 2 minutes at -80°F. By ( 89 ), K "J 10-1.0 
min. at +80°F, so that for all practical purposes 
t 
0- = ~ (l-9S) L-C ~ . ~ 
In fact, unless one is interested in very short time at very low tempera-
tures, ( 9 6 ) is a useful approximation, the denominator 5. 5 being deter-
mined only by the practical stress level, chosen in this case to be 10- 3 
It is seen from ( 94 ) that the cutoff relaxation time follows the time scale 
of the experiment, so that, after severa l hours, the stress has relaxed, 
for all intents and purposes, to the rubbery modulus . 
For filled rubbers (e . g. propellants) the above statements do not 
apply. Application of the WLF technique to tensile data obtained on a 
typical polyurethane propellant yield a standard reference temperature 
of T 
8 
• 296°K which is equivalent to T d -= 0°F, obtained by setting T s -T d -= 
41°C ( 8 >. If Kd is a ssumed to be 2 minutes at this temperature (which is 
probably low for filled materials) then 
0 -7 
at 8 0 F , K = 1 0 min . 
but at -60°F, K m 10+ 21 min·. 
Thus, relaxation effects become strikingly important as the environmental 
temperature of the propellant is lowered . If K be interpreted as the mean 
relaxation time of the viscoelastic material, then one can define a temper-
ature above which relaxation is too rapid to enter into the time scale of the 
problem at hand, and a temperature below which the relaxation is to'? slow 
to enter into the time scale. This follows from a straightforward applica-
tion of ( 94 ) coupled with the assumption of the tirr.e scale of the experiment . 
B. R e sponse B0havior 
L F i tting distribution funct ion to test data 
The purpose of the preceding section has been to elucidate the re-
lations which obtain among various sets of mechanical data. It was shown 
that the manipulation of these relations is expedited by the use of a distri-
bution function o£ relaxation or retardation times. Preparatory to actually 
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solving engineering problems (cf. section IV), it is desirable to represent 
available propellant data analytieally in terms o£ one of the afore -cited 
distribution functions. 
Data chosen for this task are measurements of dynamic compliance 
of polyisobutylene filled with 37 vol. %or 60 wt . % oi glass beads*; this 
formulation corresponds to a fairly low-filled propellant. Recently( 9 ) 
other data has become available and will be used in solutions to enginerr-
ing problems. Meanwhile, the procedure will be well demonstrated with 
the following data. 
Severa l attempts at rectifying the data were made. Figure 7 
shows a plot on probability paper. The curve deviates markedly from 
linearity at either end . The standard devi~tion derived from this plot 
characterizes the propellant by h ::x 0. 31 which is typical of many polymers(?) . 
Since the distribution function which corresponds to this representation 
has not been derived analytically, no further use will be made of it at this 
time . 
Fig. 8 shows a log-log rectification which should cl!>rrespond 
to the smoothed power law distribution . Failure to adequately represent 
the data is shown b>' the marked deviation of the curve from the straight 
line in the rubbery region . 
An excellent rectification is dJ tained from a plot (Fig. 9 ) of 
v s I O:J ( w C\,) 
leading to the representation 
o'- Dst 
De-D ~ 
- --------------:-6-;::5- - ----
+ ( o. 031G w CAT) O· 0 l + .....d 'n 
(I- 97} 
(I- 9 8 ) 
with k :: . o316a ' as defined relative to 12. 5°C by ( 90 ) 
with T 
9 
= -23°C. Inversion o£'1{ 98 ) leads to the Cole distribution ( ;;,7 ), 
which is completely specified by the parameter n = • 605. 
*The values of aT incorporated in the abscissa variables of Figures 
differ from those calculated by ( 90 ) by the factor""' 200 . 
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2. Dynamic behavior of models 
In the first two progress reports operational moduli and compliances 
were presented for various models which implicitly related stress to strain. 
In addition, time dependent solutions were given for certain simple loading 
conditions such aa the variation of strain with tim.e when a constant load 
was applied. This was called a creep test, and the ratio of strain E (t) 
to stress CT was defined as the creep compliance k(t). 
0 
In the fourth r ~port , it was pointed out that a convenient method 
of determining model parameters involved the use of complex {or dynamic) 
moduli and compliances that relate sinusoidal time-dependent stress and 
strain. Therefore, for convenience, a table of these moduli and compli· 
ances corresponding to several models will be presented . They are obtained 
by formally substituting iw (w= frequency, i :s V -1) for the time deriva-
tive symbol P = ci} in the operator equations given in table I {ll)rhe sym-
bols will be similar to those used previously in the general presentation 
in that m* will denote complex modulus while k* denotes complex com-
pliance. When these are used in a specific example, it will be necessa ry 
to indicate whether they represent simple tension, bulk, or shear behavior. 
This is done by using the symbols in table ~.11>For example, the complex 
~ * shear compliance is denoted by J (w) , and the complex shear modulus by G (u...·) . 
For simplicity, complex notation is used, e.g. sinusoidal stress 
· i it.ut d ' id 1 t ' L iu..t If t ' i 1s wr tten as CT e an s1nuso a s ram as = e . . s ress 1s g ven, 
0 0 
rT is considered to be a real constant representing the maximum ampli-
o 
tude of the sine wave, and E is a complex function of frequency LV • 
0 
For CT = 1, E is identically the dynamic compliance k*. Similarly, with 
0 0 
strain given, t. is real and CT is a complex function of frequency which 
0 0 
is identical with the dynamic or complex modulus when c : i. It is 
0 
convenient to represent the modulus by its real and imaginary components 
>N\ I II 
' ' I (vJ) and Yh ( W) ; L UJ t" 
~ . . ''f ) i1: ~ e ~ ~ yY) (W) :: m (!v ) ·+ L yY) ,!J..J ~ c : e.,e cwt: E.o (I- 99) 
I 
and the compliance by its real and imaginary components k 'w) and -k '(,<..J) : 
D 'If ') 'r • fj ''( r. c' e L(..L t c: J 
AL \ , ~ ) : _.\' ., J l - L -A'G u._, .~ - -- .:: :...-.£ - .. 
<.. - I cr a;,. e l '-'..o t. ~ ( I-100) 
Due to viscosity, there is 
1M 11 /().J) 
a phase angle between 
.1 ''(W) 
stress and strain which is 
t -1 Ill ' b =: oH'l YY/' (t.A>) :: tdYl.. - 1 --~ '(w] (1-101) 
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The strain lags behind the stress so that tYl~VJ)) '(tl'(w), .k'(c~~, -1~'(1J...J; 
are all positive functions of frequency . The complex quantities in (I-99) 
and (IlOO) may be written in the following form 
where 
Since 
it follows that 
m~<(w) =I m.._l ei.~ 
12 1 - i. ~ )t 11(w) = / 4"' e. 
I m tt I = V ( rfl •) .. ~ ( m '' )'· 
' j_" I ;; v t.k, r- + { )<-") i 
Of m f-(w) .Pz_ ~ (w) = 1 
(I- 102 ) 
(I-103 ) 
(I- 104) 
which is useful in converting data from compliances to moduli or vice . 
versa. 
In order to clarify the procedure in determining the complex mod-
uli and compliances from operational expressions, con sider a s an example 
the Voigt model . From table I the operation al modulus is 
f(I(P)= rY)'lr(flrP-t~ (I-105) 
Letting P - l W 
which gives m' and yY) 11 as 
m· :: rn "" 
,. M _,.,. 
m =- I" " Lv (j...) 
The operational compliance is 
}<(P) 
Letting P- t. w 
so tha t 
)L I :: 
/~ tl = 
- -'- = 
rn(PJ 
1-v- ( I- L 1.0 Z:v) 
( 1 t w1. r...,:') 
_.i, 
(I -10 6 ) 
( [lr p +I) (I-107) 
(I- 108) 
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where we have defined .J: .... c ~~.,. 
Complex moduli and compliances for several models are given 
in Figs.I-10 through I-15., It was mentioned(ll) previously that when 
model response is to be related to test data it is most convenient to use 
models consisting of Voigt elements in series if stress is given; while 
i£ strain is given, models consisting of Maxwell elements in parallel should 
be used. Similarly, it is deeirable to represent the dynamic behavior of 
Voigt type models by complex compliances and dynamic behavior of Max-
well type models by complex moduli. Except in the case of the basic two-
element models, this rule is followed in presenting the dynamic moduli 
and compliances . The notation corresponds to that proposed by the Com-
mittee on Nomenclature of the Society of Rheology{l4) · 
3. Fitting finit e - e l ement mod~ ls to test data 
a . Spectral analysis of load: A brief discussion wae giver! in the 
previous progress report on a method suggested by Leets) by which 
finite -element models can be determined so as to approximate actual pro-
pellant response . The method involves the use of complex frequency 
dependent moduli or compliances in fitting models to experimental data . 
The response of a finite- element model, in general, can be made to cor-
respond approximately to actual behavior only over a narrow frequency 
band; thus, it is first necessary to determine the range of interest by mak-
ing a Fourier analysis of the loading function . In order to evaluate this 
approach, the specific example of a pressurized case-bonded grain will 
be considered. however, at this point only the pressure has to be de-
fined; the geometry will not enter in until .:liter model parameters are 
c ale ulat ed. 
A pressure pulse is transient rather than periodic so that it cannot 
be represented exactly by a series of discrete frequency components; 
but rather, it must be given by a Fourier integral in which frequency is 
a continuous variable . Nevertheless, for practical purposes, it is suf-
ficient to consider the grain to be loaded by periodic puises spaced far 
enough apart that most of the strain introduced by one pulae relaxes out 
before the next one is applied . Clearly, then, the response to each of the 
widely separated pulses is very nearly the same as for the transient load. 
Consequently the important frequencies in a transient pulse can be deter-
mined if we consider not only the time scale of interest in regard to the 
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possibility of mechanical failure, but also the viscous properties of the 
propellant o 
For our example, it will be assumed that pressure ~(t) i n creases 
linearly with time from ft = 0 to r: =t: at t = t 1 , and then remains con stant. 
In a ddition we will assume that from the standpoint of failure , respon se 
only up to -t=3t, need be considered . Thus, the periodic function shown 
in Fig . I-16 will b e used in the analysis , Symmetrica l waves are indica ted 
since they lead to a simpler series than obtained if the pressure is removed 
insta ntaneously . The numb er of terms required to represent the function 
sufficiently well by a finite Fourier series will n ow be found. As a cri-
terion o£ accura c y , we h a ve chosen the ratio o£ root mea n square error 
b etween the series SIVl(tJ and the exact function ft{t) to the pressure 
averag ed over its time of application. This is i ndicated by o(rl'l in the 
figure . r>l~ can b e calculated quite readily as a function of +-j~ and J'(l 
. (16) by the relahon : T m 
..!.. fT [~ tt) - S,.,tt)f·dt = ~ ) P~(tJd-r - ~ [a~ 
T J ~"'' 3 • .. 0 0 j J (I- 109 ) 
where Gln a re the Fourier coefficients in the cosine series 
M 
I. ~a .. Cos znTrt s.,..., ~-t) .:: LJ .. T;: 
where 
From symmetry (Ho')) can be written a s 1! 
~ (4 ;F J 't [F.'<t)- SN'}tJ]"l.dt :; '*: l Pcl.(-t)dt 
0 0 
yielding for rJ...rort. 
(I-110) 
o11. : J.Sb ( ~) r
1 
_ _l ( T, )3 ~ _, 
(1-\ 2. 7 T,. L 2iT + 't I G }') 't 
"'"' 3 .. 
which ie plotted m Fig . I - 16 . ' ' 
We now choose the value of t~ such tha t the time between the end 
• 
of one pulse and the start of the next is twice the total length of a single 
pulse ( 4t, ) o Subsequently , when the solution to the stra in ana lysis prob -
lem is obta ine d a check must be made to see if the time between pulses 
( 8t, ) is sufficient for most of the strain to relax out . Thus, we t a ke 
or 
T,. : 1 t 1 + 8 t 1 = I 2. t \ z 
-2 6 -
In addition, we assume that when d.M ~ 0. 05 the function is given accu-
rately enough by a finite series terminating with f\ "'m. From Fig. I-16 
we take rY\.:; 13. The lowest frequency ( f) in the series is 
and the highest 
In terms of t, 
f==..L T~ 
13 
_I ~ t :f 
2.4t , Z4t 1 
A typical value of 0. 01 seconds will be used for t, , so that 
4cP5~fS 5 2 C.PS (I-112) 
b . Graphical determination of rn:>del p3-rameters: In view of the 
present lack of appropriate data on propellants, the analysis will be car-
ried out using the dynamic shear data in Fig . I-17, which was obtained by 
Landel (17 ) and is for NBS polyisobuty1ene (PIB) filled with 36. 7°/o (vol.) 
glass beads . This idealized filled material exhibits the same qualitative 
behavior as a typical composite propelhnt, so that the results should be 
very useful in evaluating the model fitting technique when applied to pro-
pellants. 
In practice one is given a temperature and then the shift factor 
a.T is found (see previous section under Model Theory); however for 
our analysis it is desirable to choose <AT in the example such that PIB 
responds to pressure with a significant time effect. It was found that 
the value CAT~ SZ gives the desired result if t,c 0.01 seconds. 11 should 
be noted that the plot in FigJ-17 is for 12.5°C which is not the standard 
reference temperature ( T3 = -23°C) for PIB with 36 . 7°/o filler. There-
, 
fore the temperature shift factor shown in the abscissa is denoted as GtT 
and is defined to be unity at 12. 5° C. The value of ClT we have chosen 
I 4 0 for the example corresponds to a..T = 10 . This corresponds to -35 F 
for PIB (with a highly filled propellant the time effect is quite significant 
at temperatures on the order of +40°F due to the compactness of the filler). 
The frequency shift, being exponential in temperature,is much 
more important than the linear shift in the ordinate indicated in rafc r enc e 
( 17 ); so for simplicity we will consider only the effect of temperature on 
, 
the frequency scale given by Q. . This allows us to use the master curve 
drawn at 12 . 5°C directly for any temperature since 
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(I-113) 
That is, by subtracting four from the abscissa values, the actual compli-
ance frequency curve is obtained for use in the example . Since frequency 
on the master curve is in terms of radians, it will be convenient to ex-
press the frequency range given in equation (!-Ill) in terms of W=21Tf : 




Now that the frequency range of interest and temperature are 
specified the model parameters can be determined usinG a method de-
scri~ed by Bland and Lee(ls). It is shown in their paper that a simple 
graphical scheme mo.y be used if the model contains no more than fyur 
elements; i.e . two dashpote and two springs. Therefore we will use the 
four- element model in Fig .I-12.aand, as special cases, the two-element 
Voigt and Maxwell models in Fig.I-10., It should be remarked tha t the 
models generally can be chosen independently of whether the m a terial is 
crosslinked or non-crosslinked. It will be recalled that a non-cross-
linked pol~er strains indefinitely under a constant load; and that, i n 
principle, this should be accounted for by a free dashpot such a s in Fig. 
1-lOb. However, when the frequency band does not include W 2 0 such 
behavior does not appear . hl addition, if the material is e n closed in a 
case under constant interna l pressure, unlimited flow is prohib ited due 
to the presence of a bulk modulus which causes the strain to approach a 
definite limiting value . 
The complex compliance of the four-element znodel is o btain ed 
from Fig . 1-lZa; however shear behavior is to be represented by the 
model so we let J: .... J and write the real and imaginary components as 
]'(w} = T ..,.. J, 
'3 w 'r:,,_ + i (I-115a) 
II I wr. r, ( I -ll5b) J(w) : -t L.cJY( w~, 1.+l 
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In order to m a ke a strain analysis of a case-bonded grain it is usually 
necessaty to know two different moduli or compliances . Thus, in addi-
tion to the complex shea r complian ce, the bulk modulus k. will b e used. 
A reasonable assumption is that bulk respon se is elastic so that ~( is 
. 6 10 2 
constant . A typ1cal value for I-< is 2 x 1.0 psi or 13 . 8 x 10 d ynes/em , 
With this in min d it will be convenient to consider the nondimensional 
"' compliance K J ~ Defining 
II I tP (W) :::. k J (W) 
~ 
cp 't&A.J) "' 
-f:$3 = k T~ J f?.. ::: k ~ ' $, :: ; -c._ 
the compliances (I·IIS~ and (1·115~ become 
(I- ll ·S) 
(I -117a) 
(t--''. $ 1. ..f?, w L I 1-1 IUJ) -:: -- -t- --- (!- 11 71)) 
, I wr., &.J ... (, l.-+ I 
I II lP and ¢ can be combined to yield 
,, _J3 + .f? + f-?, (I 118) UJ <P (l_.v) .:: - _ _L (J)'(uJ) + I l. J -
1:, 1:: I 
which is the equation of a stra ight line if f..J.J ¢\w) is plotted agai n st 
¢'(w) . The slope is - ~. a nd the intercept on the t.N(.~'(:.J.J) axis is 
0
• -t ~l.t-.B~ • Hence, by plotting the experimental data of Fig. I-17 
I U I -t"' 
using w 4i and 4:> a s coordinates, the model parameters ,_, and 
.p, + .f '~- +- -13:~ a re determined by a best straight line fit in the previou sly 
estima ted frequenc y band. This is done in Fig. I-18, and the p aramete r s 
are found g r a phically to be 
.p',-t ~I. +.f'J; b' 
0 -1. 1, :::: O. 92S ~t/ SEC.. 
Now that "'C1 is known, it can be used to plot experimental v a lues 
of ¢' against ( w ... t}· + ! f 1 It is seen from equa tion (I-1174) tha t 
the four- element model is again represented by a stra i ght line, but now 
I 
with slope _J3 1 and with ~~ as the 4J i ntercept . Carrying this out 
we find from Fig.I-19 that 
.p,-= 50) .f3'j := 6.5 
and 
$1.= 9.5 
The para meters in the two-element models of Fig. I- 10 will n ow 
b e determined. In tenns of shear behavior, the c omplex compliance for 
the V 01igt m odel is s iven by J'(lJ..J) .:: J)r 
w ... l:v~+, 
J' II (!.)J) "'- • {A) r: }r J V" 
w'"r:+l 
(l[- ll 9a) 
(I- ll9b ) 
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Defining 
the non dimensiona l compliances for the Voigt model are 
-i?v 
W{v -f=?v 
c.._;"'· C..,"' f I 
(I-120) 
(I- 12la ) 
(I-12lb ) 
These a re the same as 0' and rj)'' for the four- element model if we set 
ft.= .f?1 .:: 0 , .!?,r = {3, , and ·(.~"" [, Thus, the at r aight line e quation 
(I-118) reduces to 
II t rn' e..- 'I 122) W cp (u.:) ::: - ::::- 4' (w) + ::;:- ' -
•V L,. \r" 
.f3v- and "'[-.r are g iven imzre dia tely from Fig . I-18, as 
model 
where 
FigJ-lOb provides us with the complex complia nce of the Maxwell 
(!- 123a) 
(I - 123b) 
$'(/JJ) = k :((:..:J) ) ep''(<.~J = K j''(!J.J) '-F,..l = k .:r,., ' l = I< -'IY• (I-124) 
"Lfin I ,, 
and J-3 a re determined numerically such that cp and Q take on the 
experimental v a lues approximately half-way between the frequency limits, 
i n dicated in Fig. I-18 a s 
) -f3 = 32..00 ":> 2. o-"3 -r =- Q • .:.Jl )1/ St.l.....· 
The four- element model can be reduced immedia tely to the three -
element model in Fig. I -llab y setting t( " <><> , a nd by defin ition this re-
quires that f$'._ =- o in equa tions (1-117) and (I -118). It is observed 
tha t with three elements 
.f?,-+ 43.,:: 6b 
a nd further, from (!·117 ) that when ( W-... -r;., t 1) ==- I , 
I?,tf'"J:::bb.::cpl 1 
Referenc e to Fig . ! -19 shows that a stra i g ht line p a seing through Q = 66 
at (u)"'"·c.~ *!;= I fits the experimenta l curve best if the q;.' intercept is 
z ero . This requires .fS<J:: 0 , thereb y reduc ing the model to the V o i g t . 
-30-
Tbus ,four elements must be used to obtain a better fit than offered by two 
which justifies omission of the three-element model in the strain analysis 
problem. 
I It 
The nondimensional compliances Cl> and <D are plotted in Fig. I-20 
for all three models and compared with the experimental data. In addi-
tion, the compliances for the four- element model are shown in Fig . I-1 7 
in order to clearly illustrate how the model response compares with the 
entire experimental master curves. It is interesting to note that both :1)' 
and <f for four elements are reasonably close to the actual response. 
However, with the Maxwell model $' is in considerable error, while cp" 
is somewhat better , Conversely, with the Voigt model cV is satisfactory 
while cp" deviates considerably from the experimental values. 
ln the Engineering Analysis section all three models will be used 
in the strain analysis of a case-bonded grain, a nd their respective re-
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II. ELASTIC .SOLUTIONS FOR CYLINDER 
A . Pressure 
6. Bond stresses for a bonded grain 
In the fabrication of a large case-bonded solid propellant grain, 
it is often convenient to cast the grain in small sections, and to bond the 
sections sequentially in the chamber. Because of different elastic prop-
erties of bonding agent and propellant applied loading induces discontinuity 
stresses at the interface which may c a use separation at or near the joint. 
For the purpose of obtaining qualitative knowledge about the behav-
lOr of the system a model is studied: two semi·infinite sheets of thickness 
ZL (E1 ,v 1 ) are joined by a bonding material (E 2 ,v2 ) (c£, Fig . II-1); a 
pressure load is C!pplied to the free surfaces . 
Seidman (lO) has attempted an approximate solution by way of the 
Ritz procedure, but obtained physically unrea sonable results. The pres-
ent paper obtains a solution by the method of r e stricted variation of the 
complementary energy. 
a. Method of solution: If a product type approximation is chosen , 
the stresses l 
~ :. fo.) c1 9<.'1) + Po d yl 
cry ~ cf {()c) g<y) ( lr -'l ) a x• 
..... 
""' -
dJ (><) d 9lY) 
... 
d)( dy 
derived from the stress-function 
(n: - a) 
in the conventiono.l manner, are seen to satisfy equilib rium. The comple-
mentary energy may then be written in the form : 
Se fa.. 2 2 .:t I I' I 2, I l 1 J 2t: 2V~= { ((f~11 •Po) tf'~ -2v2 Cf~ 1·P~)f~ +£(1H~)f ~ oy 
-e a (II- 3) 
+ ~ ILC f~a i" f!~)~ i ~~~2- 2 ~ ( {';l-+ P.)(~ + 2.(\+ v,) (~'~J dy} dx 
a. 
*The primes denote differentia tion with respect to the v o.riab le i n question. 
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Performing the variation upon V* with respect to f(x) one obtains 
the differential equation 
·., 
~ -2A d"-t + Bf 
dx4 d'l<ol (TI-4) 
where 
A 0' 
a. 2. oO 
g, s ~"c:.L + s ~~~~y 
B = ff2 o y Q. (TI.-4a.) 
- Q r '1\-, dy .5..L s ~~ d 
-+ El. o y 
Q 
<>. 0!> 
.§:.: J ~lid +- j 'alld.y 
H c: l:..c" y <:t. E. ~ """ t:.~ 1 'al dy + ~ 'j~ dy 
, Q 
the solution of (4) is 
I f = c; sin" A,)( t CaCOsi)A.,x ~ (\Stnla).. .. )<. + c"'cosi!A.2.}( - B P .... H liT- 5 ) 
with \ 1 , /\ 2 solutions of /\
4 
-2A'A2 + 8 z 0~ 
b. Solution of the problem, g (y) assumed : 
The function g(y) is to be chosen such that 
i) g is an even fur:.c tion of y 
ii) ay and "C vanish far from the discontinuity 
iii) t: has a maximum at y = a; 
(although it is not necessarily true that the maximum shear 
stress occurs at y = a, this assumption is made on intuitive 
grounds) 
Three functions, each satisfying these conditions are 
~1. :.. (lt-'()~-'1 Cil-€l) 
~u: : e -1'l4 (II- 7) 





By comparing the energies and 9 4¢(*) computed from these assumed 
functions, an estimate of the quality of the solutions may be found. 
c. Numer ical results: 
Numerical calculations have been carried out for 
V1 == o.s ) v ... = o.3 , 
If one applies the boundary conditions 
o.t X ::: 1:. e, 
0 
one arrives at the solution 
c:o~nA..~f - .\a. 
f. ~~ [ )..., ""-
c:..osh A1 >- .. - X. 
-1} sin....,Jq_ (.OS~,)\ I 
~i..,t,A. , 
with the following values for H/b, A!. A 2 , and energ ies 
Solution I II 
At 516.4 271 . 8 
'Az 175.9 981. 2 
H/b 5 . 977 2 . 235 
E 2 . 589 1.000 








Hence, solution II is the most favorable one, solution I being the worst . 
It is interesting to consider satisfaction of compatibility of dis-
placements; as shown in Fig. II-4, solution I is better than solution II, 
and considerably better than solution III in this respect. Remembering, 
however, that the method doe a not attempt to satisfy compa tibility but 
a minimum energy principle based on the stresses, ~ his compatib ility 
comparison does not invalidate the statement that solution ll is the best 
of the three for estimating stresses. 
The stresses along the interface (y =a , where separation may 
occur) are shown i n Fig. II-3 for the three cases . Because of a scaling 
------4---------------------------------------- ~ ----------------
* As\] <P = 0 assures satisfaction of the compatibility condition, a com-
parison of \14 ¢ will ren der a measure of how well compatibility is satis-
fied. 
** As the sheet is infinite only the energy due to the presence of the 
bonding agent is considered. The energi€ s are normalized with respect 
to that of the second solution. 
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problem, cr is n ot shown for case III: For y = a (1-e), (e << i) cr rises 
X X 
from P at x = L to 4. 38 P for x 4 0 . 97L; for y = O.(i+e) crx drops fr o m 0 0 
P at x = L to -9 . 12P for x ~ 0 . 97L . 
0 0 
d. Conclu sion : 
In conclusion, may it be repeated that the purpose of this pa p er is 
primarily to obtain qualitative knowledg e about the stresses near the bond. 
Nevertheless it is felt that the result g ives an idea of the magnitude of 
the strength required of the binder-propellant combination to prevent sepa-
ration under a pa rticular no rmal pressure . 
A.s seen in Fig . II-3, the stress responsible for pull-away of pro-
pella nt from bin der, cr , is approximately equal to ZP : therefore, if u y 0 y 
becomes greater tha n the tensile streng th cr of the propellant or the 
u 
b ond strength , separation will occur, and hence an upper bound may b e 
t placed on the exerted pressure such tha t P < ""'~"' cr • 
0 c. u 
Although it is in principle easy to determine mathematica lly the 
variations of the pressure bound with v a r y ing m a terial constants, it ap-
pears algebra ically simpler to recalculate the desired value for any par-
ticular case as outlined above . 
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IV. ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
A. Viscoelasti c pressure stresses for a cylinder at i gnition. 
Elastic solutions for pressurize d cylinder s have been given 
previously(lO, 11) and s ub sequently extended to include the concentra t ion 
e ffect present in star grains. In particular, the elastic solution fo r the 
star-point strain in a long case-bo nded grain is given by equation (II-llb) 





[- ( 1-7..'¥) + kL .2).. 1-V .A ... -1 (IV -1) 
where 
and all other symbols are defined in the above mentione d r e port. The 
P' 
pressure ratio fl is given in Pro gr ess R e port No. l p page p-14 : 
p' 
= 




Sinc e the viscoelastic properties were g iven in the previous s e ction I in 
t e rms of shea r complian ce (J =~and bulk modulus (K), equations (IV-1) 
and (IV-2) will be rewritten in terms of t he s e properties by usinp the 
relations given on page 7 o f the first r eport.: 
9kG 9K (IV- 3a) 
3K+ G- ~KJ" +I 
3k-2G 
=-
3KY-Z.. (I V - 3b) 
2(3k+G-) 2(3KJ"+1) 
S ubstituting (IV-3) into (IV-2) and (IV-1), we obtain 
(IV- 4) 
wher e we have define d 
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T y pical va l ue s for the v a r io u s par amet e rs are: 




from w h ich C = 13. 3 . 
It is ob s erv ed that t h e t e r m s conta ininG (C) in t he squa r e b r ackets i n 
H (<j> ) are q u it e s mall comp ared to unity if t he above n u m bers a r e u s ed. 
In fa ct, if t hey a r e negl e cte d , H (<j> ) r educ e s to 
= 
cP-+1.33 (IV- 6) 
¢ + 72-80 
If 4 / 3 is negl e cted compar e d to <I> • t he i n comp r e ssib le limit c a s e re s u l t s 
aft e r e lim ination of K f r o m (I V - 4 ). Howeve r fu rthe r analy sis w i ll s how 
that for s h ort time s p w hen <!> is s m all, t he 4/3 t e r m s h ould be r etained. 
If a ll terms a r e r e t a i ned i n (I V - 5) w e find 
($+I. 33)( 4l + 0. 3 20) 
j.04 ) ( 0+ 7f,.8C.)( $-t 0.31~ 
¢ + '· 33 (I V -7) 
¢+76.82. 
so t hat bot h t he nume r a tor a n d d e nom inator a gai n be co me first order i n <j>. 
This has particu l ar si gnifica n ce in r e d u cing the complexity of t he vi s coel a s t ic 
p roblem i n w h ich <!> is a diffe r ential ope rator . U sing t he a pproximat e 
exp re ss i o n for H (<j> ) f r o m (IV -7), t he sta r - p o i n t strain is 
(IV- 8) 
Since <!> is proportional to t he grai n 's com plian c e , its lim itin[ 
val ue s a r e e iven by the mat e rial' s long time (or z e ro fr equ enc y) val ue 
a nd the s h o r t time (o r i nfi n ite fr e q uenc y) v alu e . From the P I:::: data in 
Fig. I-17 of M a t e ria l Behavior s e ction , the l a r gest possib le va lue f o r <1> is 
4 •a .1';/nes) ¢ (<.o "' 0 ) = k T(w=a) = 1. 38 •10 (t<s 13.8,.10 c:M• 
and the s malle st (IV- 9) 
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Be cau s e t he minimum value of q, is 4. 36, t he t e rm ( - 1) will be nerl e cted 
in (IV -8 ), and also w e will l e t 
I 
-
3Cl>+ I 3 
With the s e reasonable approx imations, the strain is 
~ :S P :: 2 5 I<. [ cp + I . 3 3 
e l cp4-7b.8Z (IV -10 ) 
With o u t carrying out a viscoe lastic analysis the minimum and 
m aximum values of r:\P o::..e can be found for a pressure step Pt. applie d 
at t = o and held constant indefinitely. T he initial strain is given by 
substituting q, = 4.3 6 into(IV-10). 
E ~P(~"'o) = 1.75 k· P, lti0- 6 9 ~ ~ 
and the long time strain is g ive n by using <P = 1. 38 x 104- in (IV - 10 ) 
It is important to recog nize that these limiting values of strain do not. in 
gen e ral. provide sufficient information to pre dict whethe r or not t he grain 
will fail upon ignition; the failur e criterion will d e pend upon t~1.e entir e 
strain h istory and hence the way i n wh ich E~P varies with time. 
To illustra t e t he various proc e dure s, examples will be pre s ~nt zd 
showine the d e ter m ination of time depe ndent r e sponse s for ramp t ype 
pre ssur e inpu ts typica l of an ignition loading for a propellant grain. Fir st, 
discre te-element models will be e mployed. followed by an exact solut ion 
in order to examine the accuracy of t he models and to investigat e t h::! 
practicability of bypassing mode ls entirely by u sing the Fourie r inve rsion 
integral technique. 
3. Ramp pressure rise. bulk e lasticity. discre te-e lement model. 
The strain will be found first for a unit pre ssur e step and t hen this 
solution will be used to find the r e spons e for t he ramp type pulse discussed 
previously. With viscoelasticity, we look u pon q, (IV-10) as beinr a differenti a l 





and define s(t) as the normalized strain due to a unit pres sure stap S.(t) 
t 
applied at t = o• 
~(t) = cp(P)t 1.33 ------ Si.lt) 
C1)(P) +76.8(. 
(IV - 12 ) 
s(t) will be fou nd first using a four-~lement model. Recall that 
<j>(p)=KJ(p) 
and that J (p) is gi van by the operational compliance k(p) in Fig . I-12a 
A'\ [ I .J, J l.fi(P) :: K .J, t 1 p + f, P+ I 
Using the same definitions g iven i n the section I-B 
-f3. ,. 1-< J 
) I I 
we have 
cp(r) =- ..f3s + 
i,P+ I 
.f3 = ) L 
.fjl 
"'CtP 





S ubstitu ting the model parameters 
..,.- -2 :p1 = 50 :p 2 = 9. 5 f>g = 6.5 t.. 1 = .925 x 10 S ec 
into (IV-14) and then factorin g the denominator. ~(t) becomes 
~ ~ ~ ~( t) ; o. 0 9<1 _P_+__;_9_. 3_x .:...:::lo'---P_+_t._4_2_"_1 o __ _ (P+7.S)( P4-l77.5) S~(t) 
(IV- 15) 
The u nit pre ssu re ste p is defined as: 
S .(t) = 0 L t < 0 (JV- 16 } 
S .(t ) = 1 
... 
t / 0 
and t he grain is assumed to be unstraine d initially: 
s (t) = 0 t < 0 (IV-17) 
The differential -a quat ion (IV -15) can be integrated directly by partial 
fractions or else by Laplace transform in which p is the transfo r m variable, 
- I s~ (P) = P 
the transformed pressure, and 
( p + 7. 5) ( p + 17 7. s) 
I 
p (IV- 18) 
the t ransformed strain. The time d epende nt normalized strain is found a s 
~(t) = 
- 7. 5 t - j7 7. 5 t 1- o.sAre - o.37e. (IV-19) 
w h ich is plotted in F ig. IV-1 for t hree differ ent time scales. The i.>ehavior 
of s for s hort times. 0 ..:: t < O. 01, is gov e rne d by the second exponential 
in(IV - 19); w h ile t h0 relatively long time behavior. t ~ 0. 03. is det e rmined 
by t he first e.;~ponential. It is interesting to s ee that the time inte rval in 
which both exponentia ls a ct is in t he time scale of the pressu r e p u lse. 
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The time dependence r esulting when the two-element models are 
u sed is found in a similar fashio n. From Fig .I-10 ~ the operational 
shear compliance for the Voigt mode 1 is 
<_p(P):. _K_.J-"'v-
f...,. P+ I 
and for the Maxwell mode l is 
I 
cP {P) = K L Jr-- + J'Yl l z-,P I R + -= -v,.,. ..f3P 
{IV-20) 
(IV-21) 
S ubstituting (I V-20 ) and (IV-21) into th8 normalized strain ~(t)p equation 
(IV - 12 )~ we find for the Voig t model 
~;ttl z o. o1 7 ~ P + 
. p i-
L 
and for the Maxw.; 11 mode 1 
r f'~~ I.?, 3 l r l $~ -t 7 b. o L ll p ~ p -t 
(!V-22} 




Integration of (IV-22) u sing the unit pr;:ssure step (IV-16 ) yie lds for the 
Voig t model: 
-20it 
~ (t) = 0. 'T ? - 0 . 4 5 e. {IV-24) 
- 6 5 -
i n w h ich we h ave u.s e d t he pr e viou sly d e t e r m ine d para m e t e r val u.es 
- 2 
of f..,. = 66, and lv = O. 925 x 10 s ~ conds. 
S imilarly , fr om(IV -2 3) w e find t he resp o n s e for the M axw e ll m o del : 
-30t 
<$ (t) ~ 1 - o. 7 1 e 
i n w h ich we h ave s e t +-- m = 30 and f = O. 312 x 10- 3 s e conds. 
(IV- 25) 
The respons e c u rve s s h own in Fig. I V - 1 for b oth two-e l ement mod e ls 
clea rly i ndica t e t h at a f our-e l ement mod e l is n eed e d to obta i n s u fficient 
a ccurac y fo r time s of t he o rder of t he pre ss u r e rise time. 0 . 01 s econd s. 
Strain re s po n s e to t he unit pre ssure ste p can be u sed t o cal culate 
t he r e spon s e lf (t ) to an a rbitrar y pre ssu r e loa ding pi (t ) b y usin: the 
D uhamel i n tegr a l ( l9 ): 
t 
7~(t) .:: ( ~ ( t-u..) 0 (U)d u.. 
) dU. (I V- 2 6) 
(.) 
in w h ich t he p r e s s ure is a ssume d to vanish fo r t < 0. T he star point stra i n 
follows fro m e q u atio n (IV -10) : 
(IV- 27) 
We w i ll now s pecialize (I V - 26) t o the r a mp t y p e p u lse illu s trat ed 
i n F ig. IV- 2 w ith a d e riv ative d e fined mat h e m atically a s 
d f'. 0 t<O -~ ~ dt 
d r. ~ 0 < t <. t, ::: dt t, {IV-28) 
dR 0 tl <: t < tt. l -
cJt 
d f'. =- r: tl..c-t<t.+tl.. dt tl 
df:. :: 
dt 0 t,+t"l..<t. 
Using the p r essure de rivative g iven by (I V - 2 8) "\..f (t ) becomes 
t 
'f' \t) = Fc. ( ~0-4 dU. 0 < t <. t l {IV- 29a) tl 
(.) 
t 
'/~(t) :::. R: r ~(()..) d 1.-l t,<: t ( t'- (IV- 29b) .,1. ... , 
t-t, 
t. { ~~:) dlA} ~{/ {t) :;. g r ( ~(l;l) d LA 1.1.< t < t 1+tl.. (!V-29c) t, 
\.. J 
-t..-t , 0 
'i-'{t.) " 
p, [ (s<"-l dL( -(~;:)del[ t,-+ t4<t (:.V- 29d) t.. 
t.-tl t- (t,+t.·J 
The respon s e for the three different models, obtained by sub stitutin c.; 
(IV- 19) , (IV-24) . and (IV-25) into e q u ations (IV-29), is s h own by Fig. I V-2. 
It will be r ecalled that in t he spectral analysis w e assumed that 
most of the strain d ue to one entire pulse would relax o u t by t he time 
t = l2t1 = O. 12 s econds. It is seen fro m the fo ur-elemen t c urve t h at this 
assumption is valid since only about 10°/o of the maximum value r emains 
at t = 12t1• 
It is i mportant to recognize t hat t he model parameters u sed in the 
foregoing anal y sis are functions of both t emp e rature and time scale o f the 
pressu r e p u ls e . More precisely , the pa r amet e rs d e pen d o n where the 
fr equency band of interest lies o n t he master curve of d ynamic data . In 
ord er to make a comple t e d e sign study for various tempe r a t u r e s and 
pre ssure rise time s, it is nece ssary t o first determine t he model paramete rs 
as a f unction o f position of t h is band. Then for each specifie d pre ssu r e r is e 
time and t emper ature, the a ppropriate frequency band must be found. 
However, with eac h m ode l t he Grain and c a s e c eometry can be v a ri :!d 
i ndependentl y of t he model paramet e rs. This a ssume s , of cours~, that 
the strai n occur in g with t he various geome trie s relaxe s out sufficiently 
rapid i n order t hat the spe ctra l analy sis is valid. 
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4. Ramp pre s s ure rise, bulk e lasticity, dir e ct incorporation of 
cornpl ex compliance t e st data. 
P.s an alte r n ative m ethod of analy sisg an e xact solution to t he 
vi scoelastic problem can b e obtained by u s ine; exp e rimen tal value s for 
d ynamic data d ire ctly in t he Fou rier i n v e rsion in t egral. In view of the 
data existing only in g raphical form, it is necessary to use numerical 
i n t egration . It turn s o ut t hat it is much ea sier to perform t he nume rical 
inver sion if t he p r e ssure is a ste p function rather t han a p u lse a ssociated 
with a particular time sca le. T hus, w e will fi r st d~termine the strain 
for a pr e s s u re step a pplied a t t = o, and then ext end t he · resu lts to the 
r amp pressure by u sin3 equation s (IV-29). 
T he expr e ssion fo r strain (I V -12 ), is actually a differential 
equation i n w h ich t he exact for n c-f t he ope r a tor ~(p) is unknow n . ::: y 
u s ing fin ite-element models 0 a s in the previou s section, t his operator is 
appro x i mat ed by a low order polynomi a l in p. T he precise for m o f <j>(p) 
can usually be found by u tilizing an infinite-el ement mode l wh ich is 
discussed under Mode l Theory i n t his r e port. However, application o f t he 
Four ier transform and inversion i n teg r a l ena b l e s the strain to be f ound 
with out u sing mode l theory w he r e i n only the assumption of linear viscoel a stic 
re s ponse is required. The Fouri er t ransform of a fun ction f (t) i s defined a s 
f (W) : f f (t) e-Lwt dt (JIV - 30 ) 
- ""0 
with t he inversion integral 
I f T l.wt J f(t) = 21T t (w) e w (!V-31) 
-ooo 
F ormally opera ting on t he differentia l equation (IV - 12 ) with t hG transf orm 
is e q u iva l ent, with z ero i nitia l con ditions, to replacinp: t he time derivative 
p by iw and the pre ssure S .(t) by S";(w); t herefo r e 
1 1 
(IV- 32 ) 
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where the com.plex admittanc e A (w ) is defined a s 
,6., (w} = cP(Lw} +I. 33 cp(l w) + 76. B?_ (IV- 33) 
Howeve r, 4>(iw) is a ctually the n o ndimensional complex compliance, q,':<(w) , 
defined previously as 
' Q/(w1::: 1'"\ J(:.A.>) . 
' 
k ,, 
¢ (w) = K J (L>J) 
S ubstitu ting <j>(iw) = <l> 1 (w)-i<l>"(w) into A(w) and rearranging to for m the r eal 
and i rnagi nar y components w e fin d 
(IV-34) 
where 
1 \ "1.. ( /t) lt)~ I (<P 1 + \1../J +78.15([) +!oz.s 
( (!) ') 7.. + ( elf) "l. + Is 3 . 6 ¢ I t s ., 0 0 (IV-35) 
II 
75. s cD (IV- 36) 
It will be convenient to write A(w) i n an a lternative form 
(IV-37) 
where 
t J A,_(w) E fw) :: .dl'l 
A,(VJ) 
.E oth (IV-34) and (IV-37 ) are plotted i n F i '"' . IV -3 by u sin z:: val ues for cp' and 
<l>" t aken directly f rom the maste r c urv,J s o f the real and i masinary components 
of complex compliance. 
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We hav e defined S.(w) a s t he transform of a unit s tep funct ion 
l 
wh ich v anishe s for t <. o and e q u als unit y fo r t / o . However the 
tran sform cannot be fo und dire ctly s inc e the tran sform of the step 
from (I V - 30 ) is 
foe -i wt e- dt 
0 
w h ich doe s not c onv e r ge to a d e fin ite lim it . Con s equently w e must 
c o n side r a m o d ified ste p f unc t ion 




and l e t t-.o a fter t he fi nal for m of the i n v e rsion in t egral is d e t e rmined. It 
is s hown i n the fo llowi n :' that 't c an be taken id entically a s z ero in the 
"' 
p ortion of t he invers i o n i n tegral r equi r i ng nume r a l in te g r a tion, while the 
p ortion i n w h ich w e c annot i n itially t a k e it a s z e ro can be e va l uated 
a nal ytica lly. T he t ransform of (I V-38) is g iven by (I V-30 ) a s 
'6+lW 
(IV- 39) 
F r o m (IV - 31) and (IV- 39) the norm alize d stra i n d ue to a unit pre ssure 
ste p is w r itten f o r mally a s 
'"'<> 
("'>(+)- I f,v...,.,__ ) A(w) S,(w)e.'"'"d lJJ s -i - 2Tf 
:1-0 
- "'"::. (IV- 4 0 ) 
<>0 
__L t. Nr-n- f AU.J.J) LWt .::: e dw 2.1T '-' '0 -(;» 0 o+ t.w 
-oo 
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In ord e r t o numerica lly i n t egr a t e (IV-40), it must firs t be w ritten 
a s a r e al i n t egr a l . It i s con v e nient to u se for m (IV -37) fo r A (uJ) s o that 
A(UJ} e i.wt = I A I edwt- c;) = I A I [ c.o 5 (wt- E)~ L Sif\ (wt.- c)] 
(IV - 41) 
S ubstitu ting (IV- 41) into (I V - 40 ) a n d writing 
w e find 
~ + i.UJ 
't - l.w 
2{~+W 4 
~{t) = l~ ~YV'\. ( If~~ ... [ "~ _ Lw][cos(wt-€)+ l. Sin(wt- E)]dw uv- 4 2 ) 
't-o J 
-00 
E. ha s been d e fine d as 
r e al i n t egrals with lim its frorn 0 to oo: 
<><) • ( IAI w S11'1. (Lut-E.) dW 
} '! .... + w'-
0 
<><:;) (IV-43) l J A I cos (wt- (.) 
.J ~ .... +W'l.. 
0 
The fi r st i n t eg r a l g define d a s I 1 , conve r ge s unifor m l y for a ll Y and 
henc e w e c an s e t t = 0 unde r the i n t eg r a l s ign. It i s seen that if we s e t 
'( = 0 i n t he second i n t egral I 2 it dive r ges due to t he ~'L t erm in the 
i n t egran d and the lowe r limit being z e ro. H o w e v e r, a c hange o f var iabl e will 
a llow t he lim it to be t aken . L e tting CAJ- If il. i n I 2 g w e o b t ain 
<>0 
I == 4 J I A c b' D) I ( \) CO'S '60. t - E ('5{).~ d 0 I + fl. ... (IV-44} 
0 
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Since 12 is uniformly convergent in 0 g we may set ~ = 0 und er t he 
integral sign, thus : 
T = _,_ I A (O) I 
..... t Tf 
d .n_ 






in whic h w e have u s e d the fact that 
) E (o) = 0 
Therefore s (t) in (IV-43) is g ive n by 
! (tl _ -!r (I~ I sln(urt- E)d.tu + ~ (IV- 46) 
0 
If the transform of t he pressure h ad initially been taken as - , r a t he r 
1 lUV 
than '«' t t.w R· only the integral in (IV- 4 6 ) wou ld have been obtained. 
s(t) can now be found by numerical integration of (IV -46). Th~ 
method employed for the problem in this report was to u s e Simpson's 
rule for approx imate ly the first two c ycles of sin (wt- E ) , and then 
constru ct analytical approximations for t he remaining range of inte [!ration 
in whic h t he contribution to s(t) was relatively small. 
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The result is plotte d on log-log paper in Fig. IV-4, and for thre e 
different times scales in Fig. IV-1 indicate d as the ''exact" r e sponse. 
The strain can be approximated by a few straight lines on log -log 
pape r so that it has a power law form as shown in Fig . IV-4. 
A v e ry useful approximate relation exists between t he real 
part of the admittance A 1 and the strain ;(t). Examination s h ows t h at 
~ ( 12.:.2 \ :: A (iJJ) 
'::) (J.)} I (IV-47 ) 
Thus, by taking value s of A 1 (w) from Fig . IV- 3 and plotting t hese values 
against t = 0 • 5 , a good approximation to t he exact normalized strain is 
w 
obtained as shown in Fig. IV-4. It is expected that this "rule" will hold 
as long as the com plex admittance has the form s h own in Fig . IV-3; 
h owever, othe r examples should be examined in order to dete rmine t he 
generality of the rule . 
T he solution £(t) was obtained for a particular geometry i n wh ich 
certain dimensions wer e assumed. If it is desir e d to study the respon s e 
as a function of dimensional changesp in principle, the comple t e Fourier 
i n version must be carrie d out with each set of dimensions. Howeverp 
if t he rule 
(IV -48) 
is fo und to hold for one set of dimensions, the strain c an be compu t e d 
dire ctly from (IV- 48 ) w hen othe r sets are used. In t he prob l em just 
solved eo<= O. 5; howeve rp it may be somewhat diffe ren t for various 
mate rials and may change significantly if radical c h anges in dimensions 
are mad e . In a d e sign study involving dimensional c hange s p limitin g 
values should be used to check the value for o/.. • 
T he analytical approximations to £( t ). g iven in Fig . IV -4~ were 
s ubstituted dir e ctly in to e quations (IV-29) in orde r to calculate t he 
normalized strain response for the pre ssure p u ls e s h own in FiG. IV-2. 
T he e la stic limit cases for t he strain ar e shown as well as t he actual 
viscoe l a stic respons e . T he lim it c a s e s corre spon d to t he hypothetical 
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situations in which the grain responds with glassy complian c e (the smallest 
possible complianc e which is the limiting value at high frequency) and t h e 
rubbery or equilibrium compliance (the largest possible compliance 
which is t he limiting value at low frequencies). It is clearly s een t hat 
the actual strain h istory is conside rably different than an elastic limit 
analy sis would indicate. 
It is important to recognize that it was not necessary to specify 
any pressure time scale or temperature in obtaining the fundamenta l solution 
~(t). This was necessary with the finite~element mode l analysis and 
consequently the solution s were valid only for a specified time scale and 
temperature. Since the solution just obtained is known for all time, (t h e 
very short time portion is not shown in Fig . IV-4, however it can be foun d 
from the inversion inte g ral) it can be used to draw a master r e spon s e curve 
which is valid as long as the material's temperature is constant in time. 
That is, the time-t emperature superposition principle discusse d i n the 
Mode l T heory s ection can be applied by plotting ~ as a function of ~). 
aT 
It should be r e called that a small approximation is made in doing t hi s since 
the linea r dependence of compliance on temperature h as been neglect ed. If 
this dependency is considered, t hen the admittance plotted a gainst r e d uced 
frequency(waT)will change slightly with temperature. Howeve r, the pre s ent 
inaccuracy of prope llant data does not warrant such a correction . 
T he master curve for s {_!__) can be used to make a parametric study 
. aT 
of r e spon s e as a funct10n of t e mperature and pressure rise time for each 
set of dimension s as signed to the g rain-case geometry. In view of the 
imperical relation found between the r eal part of the admittance P.1 and 
£. namely 
(IV-48) 
or in terms of r e d uced variable s 
(IV-49) 
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t he r e spon se s (~ can be fo und quit e r e adily a s a fun ction dime nsions if 
f u rthe r examina~on v e rifie s t he r e lation for othe r exa m ple s . S u c h a s e t 
of maste r curve s would allow a com ple t e d e si gn study t o be mad e. This 
con clusion m ay be contraste d with that made for t h e solution w ith fin ite-
e l ement mode ls . Namel y , i t w a s pointe d o u t t hat e ach sol ution cou l d be 
u s e d in a p a r a m e t e ric study i n wh ich dimension s c h a nged, w hile a s e t of 
t hese w e r e need e d to study t he e ffe ct of t e mpe rature and pressu r e p u lse 
variation s . T he p a rticular application s ho u ld dicta t e w h ich solution is 
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